
Quality Education Fund 
Application with Grant 80ught Not Exceeding $200，000 

Part B: Project Proposal 

Project Title Project Number 
20 18/ 1 166 (Revised) The Oral-Language-for-Reading enhancement progrωn for K3 chi1dren 

悅講閱易:提升幼稚園高班學童口語能力計劃
Basic Information 

Name ofSchool1 Organisation llndividual Division of Speech and Hearing Sciences， Faculty of 
Education， the University of Hong Kong 
Beneficiaries 

(a) Sector: *口Kindergarten 伊lease tick theαrppropriate bω(es)) 
(b) Students: 100 K3 children at the Pp Leung Kuk Tang Bik Wan Memo1'ial (PLK-TBWM) 
(c) Teache1's: 4 K3 and 15 teachers at PLK-TB吼叫![ Kindergarten， 50 teache1's at othe1' 25 PO Leung 

Kuk kinde1'gartens 
(d) Pa1'ents: 24 parents with K3 children at PLK-TBWM Kinde1'ga1'ten (For parent involvement， 

please 1'efe1' to annex) 
(e) Participating Schools (excluding applicant school): 1 :  PLK-TB吼叫![ Kindergarten (Con日nnation

le位e1': Attached) 
(f) Others (please specify): 50 speech therapists and potentially other K3 teache1's and K3 chi1dren 

in Hong Kong who will benefit from the Oral-Language-for-Reading enhancement p1'ogram pack 

b盟且越
(I) Project Needs 

(a) Please state the aims of the project in clear and concise terms and elaborate on how the 
proposed project could impact on school development. 

1 .  To develop the O1'al-Language-for-Reading enhancement program pack， which 
includes lesson plans and teaching activities fo1' oral language， specifically 
vocabulary， narrative skills， active listening and independent speaking， in K3 
children. These skills lay the foundations for reading comprehension 
development in the primary school yea1's. 

2 .  To promote interprofessional collaboration between kindergarten teachers and the 
project speech therapist (ST) through co-teaching. 

3. To enhance the professional capacity of kindergarten teachers in language 
teaching for children with diverse abilities and needs. 

4. To provide smal卜group sessions to help parents learn how to support oral 
language and reading development through shared book reading at home. 

The proposed project will help enhance the Language curriculum of PLK-TBW M  
Kindergarten and increase its teachers' capacity to support the development of oral 
language of children with diverse abilities and needs. 

(b) (i) What are the areas of the needs and priorities of the school? 
(Pleα'se tick the appropriate box(叫))

*口Enhance learning and teaching to facilitate students' knowledge on subjects / 
learning areas / generic skills development 

口 Promote students' social and en叫onal development 
*口Enhance school management / leadership and teachers' professional development / 

wellness 
口 Others (please speci砂)
(ii) Please give background information to justify the demonstrated needs as mentioned 

in (b)(i). (Please tick the appropriate box(es)) 
*口 School development plan: 

ln the 20 18 Quality Assessment exercise， PO Leung Kuk Tang Bik Wan Memorial 
Kindergarten (PLK-TBW M Kindergarten) received very positive feedback from the 
Education Bureau， particularly on the all-round curr記ulum and the mechanism that 
monitors its implementation. The curriculum covers all seven learning areas as 



described in the Kindergarten Education Curriculum Guide (2017). Specifically， PLK
TBW M Kindergarten put a special emphasis on gross motor and music development， 
and recently established a new curriculum objective to promote healthy emotion 
development and moral education. 

1n the 2019-20 20 academic year， PLK-TBW M  Kindergarten plans to put more 
emphasis on the learning area of Language (Chinese) in the K3 curriculum. The goal is 
help K3 children develop better speaking and listening skills in Cantonese-Chinese in 
order to get prepared for learning to read in the primary school years. To accomplish this 
goal， teachers at PLK-TBW M Kindergarten will work with the project ST and the 
project teaching assistant (TA) to enhance their professional capacity for teaching oral 
language in the classroom. 
口Survey findings: NA 
*口Literature review summary: 

Speaking and listening lay the foundation to reading. Research has shown 
consistently that there is a strong predictive relationship between oral language and 
reading (e.g.， N1CHD Early Child Care Research Network， 2005， Catts， Fey， Zhang， & 
Tomblin， 1999; Liu， McBride， Wong et al. 2010). Kindergruten children with strong oral 
language skills will turn out to be bètter readers in prima可school， and kindergarten 
children with poor oral 1anguage， especial1y those with a diagnosed language disorder 
(Ca缸， Fe弘Tomblin， & Zhang， 200 2，  Wong et 祉， 2017)， are at risk for reading 
problems in the school years. 

Reading is a complex skill that develops over time. It involves two key inter-related 
aspects， decoding (which includes word recognition and reading fluency) and reading 
comprehension. Word recognition refers to the ability to recognize individual printed 
words， while reading fluency refers to the ability to read printed words accurately and 
automatically. Reading comprehension， however， refers to the ability to understand the 
meaning of the sequence of words that have been recognized. How is oral language 
related to the two aspects of reading? Data from a large sample of 604 English-speaking 
children revealed that oral language measured at 5-years of age was a good predictor of 
both word recognition and reading comprehension at 8 years， although the prediction 
was stronger for reading comprehension (Catts， Fey， Zhang， & Tomblin， 1999). Oral 
language at 5-years of age was found to continue to predict a good amount of individual 
differences in reading comprehension in the same group of children at 14 years (Ca肘，
Fey， Ellis Weismer， & Sittner Bridges， 2014). In these studies， oral language was a 
composite measure of the child's vocabulary， grammar and narrative skills. 

1n a longitudinal study of 369 Cantonese primary school children in Hong Kong 
(Yeung， Ho， Chan， & Chung， 2016)， oral language measures in Primary 1 were also 
found to account for individual differences in reading comprehension in Primary 3 .  
These studies provide evidence for the critical importance of oral language for the long
term development of reading， and reading comprehension in particular. In fact， the 
newly published Kindergarten Education Curriculum Guide (the Hong Kong 
Government， 20 1 7) by the Curriculum Development Council included a 
recommendation that early childhood education should provide children with 
meaningful experiences in speaking and listening in order to prepare them for reading. 

To date， there are two sets of teaching materials available to teachers (and parents) 
to help kindergarten children develop language and early reading skills: “Building a 
solid foundation for literacy: A sure-win manual" (Hong Kong Spastic Association， 
2014)， and “Listen， Speak， Read and Write: A Treasure Chest" (The Heep Hong Society， 
2014). Both sets of materials come with lesson plans and suggested activities for 3 to 6-
year-old kindergarten children. But the focus is on the teaching of independent and 
fluent word reading， including metalinguistic skills such as phonological awareness， 
morphological awareness and orthographic awareness. 1mportantly， there is no attention 
to the teaching of oral language skills， such as vocabulary， grammar， and narrative skills， 
which have found to be important for the development of reading comprehension. 
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With support from the QEF， we \iVill develop the Oral-Language-fo1'-Reading 
enhancement prog1'am in orde1' to enhance PLK闡TB吼叫i{ Kindergarten's curriculum， 
partic'-llarly in the learning a1'ea of Dmguage. (Cantonese). We will engage PLK -TB W M  
Kindergarten's teachers in inte1'-p1'ofessional collabo1'ation with the p1'oject ST to 
inc1'ease thei1' p1'ofessional capacity fo1' language teaching. We will p1'ovide small group 
parent-education sessions to help parentlearn story-t�lling skills to Jacilitate their 
child's language development. Ther�fore， this proposal addresses the .theme of 
Effective Teaching and Learning of Languages. 
口 Assessments 0∞n 恥d由e臼閒削n肘lt內e叮r由t品伽伽b祉圳rn削I

a盯1'e 1'a百andoml妙y selected f企k切om the 4 K3 classes， on the Hong Kong Test of Preschool 
Oral Language (Child Assessment Service， in press) before and after the 01叫幽
Language-fo1'-Reading enhancement program will be compa1'ed to see they make 
mo1'e gains then expected f1'om maturation. 

口 Rel枷e盯va削n叫te侃xp仰e臼1巾n郎C悶e臼s:
1n 20 15-20 1 6， PLK-TBWM Kinde1'garten 1'eceived suppo此f1'om QEF to implement 

the teaching pedagogy of Problem-Exploration-Expe1'ience in its classrooms (Chan & 
Yip， 20 1 6). Using this child-cente1'ed pedago釘， PLK-TBWM Kinderga此en teachers 
actively engage childr油1 in classroom activities and the co-construction of concept maps 
to summa1'ize what they have learned. This p1'oposed QEF pr吋ect will capitalize 
teache1's'的ility to use this teaching pedagogy to promote chil訂閱's o1'al language 
development th1'ough co-teaching with the ST. 
口 Othe1's (please speci砂)

The leade1' of this QEF project is a ST by training. She is a leading 
1'esea1'cher in child language development and disorde1's in Hong Kong. She was the 
Principal Investigato1' in th1'ee UGC-GRF grants on Cantonese-Chinese speaking 
children with specific language impairment (SLI)， currently known as Developmental 
Language Disorde1'. She has published 1 3  pee1'-1'eviewed international journal articles， 4 
book chapters and numerous peer-reviewed conference papers to report on DLD's 
linguistic manifestations in Cantonese-Chinese， its impact on children's word reading 
and reading comprehension， and its psycholinguistic ma1'kers. Dr. also actively 
engages the media to promote public awareness of language disorders and gives 
workshops to help parents and kindergarten teachers learn how to support children's 
language learning and lite1'acy development. 

Team leader for the PO Leung Kuk District-Based Therapy Team 
will provide consultation to this project. 

(c) Please elaborate on the innovative ideas 01' new practices to enhance， adapt， complement 
and/o1' supplement the existing p1'actices that will facilitate the development of the school 
to add1'ess the needs specific to its own context. 

The Oral-Language-fo1'-Reading p1'og1'am is inspi1'ed by the Nuffield Ea1'ly Language 
1ntervention (NELI) p1'ogram developed fo1' p1'eschoole1's and kinde1'garteners in the 
United Kingdom. The goals of the p1'og1'am a1'e to“imp1'ove child1'en's vocabulary， 
develop narrative skills， encou1'age active listening， and build confidence in independent 
speaking" (Fricke et al.， 20 13 ，  p. 283). It specifically add1'esses the aspects of o1'al 
language that have found to be poor in children who experience reading comprehension 
difficulties: vocabulary (Nation， Clark & Snowling， 200 2 ，  Stothard & Hulme， 1 992)， 
narrative production (Cain & Oakhill， 2006; Cragg & Nation， 2006)， active listening and 
comprehension (Nation， Clarke， Marshall & Duran， 2004) and independent speaking 
側的ion et 祉， 2004， Nation and Snowling， 2000). The program was theoretically sound 
and demonstrated to be efficacious. Children with poor oral language were reported to 
show significant gains in oral language skills after the program in four randomized clinical 
trials (Bower圓Crane et 祉， 2008; Fricke， Bovvyer-Crane， Haley， Hulme， & Snowling， 
20 13 ;  Fricke et al.， in press; Hale耳 Hulme， Bovvyer-Crane， Snowling， & Fricke， 20 1 7). It 
was also shown that positive e旺ects on oral language were shown to mediate gains in later 
reading comprehension (Fricke et al.， 20 13)  
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Another key feature of this proposed project is inter-professional col1aboration. PLK
TBWM Kindergarten teachers wi11 1earn how to use speaking and questioning strategies 
to scaffold oral language development詛children with diverse abilities and needs企om
the project ST. The involvement of a speech therapist is unique for this project as speech 
therapists have had extensive professional training in language development and its 
facilitation. The project ST wil1 gain企om the inter-professional collaboration as s/he will 
develop a better insight of child and curriculum development from the teachers. 

(四 Proiect Feasibilitv 

(a) Please describe the design of the project， inc1uding: 

(i) Aooroach/DesÏlm/Activitv (Aoolicants are advised to orovide detai1s on oroiect 
activities as well as leaming and teaching arrangements.) 

The Ora叫l-L
each oft也he four as叩pe郎ct臼s ofo叮ra祉l language. This is how it happens. 
1 .  Vocabulary: following the prillciples of multiple固context leaming (Beck， McKeown 
& Kucan， 20 1 3)， children are asked to guess a new word企om the context of a story， 
say the word aloud and listen to a formal definition of the word by the teacher and then 
use the word in a new context. The teacher also use a llew word垣different sentences 
at least five times to ellsure sufficient input for leaming. Where appropriate， the teacher 
wi11 draw the chi1dren' s attention to the fact that the same word is named di:fferently in 
spoken Cantonese and in standard writtell Chinese. 
2. Narrative skills， chi1dren are first asked to create a short st。可given a short sequence 
of pictures. The teacher then scaffold the children' s knowledge of the typical structure 
of a story with the help of picture icons for the di宜erent elements of a typical story. 
3. Active listening， children are asked to listen to a repeated word in a story and do a 
simple action (e.g.， standing up) whenever the word appears. The teacher also uses 
questions of different cognitive國language demands during the Problem-Exploration-
Experience activities to ensure active participation of all chi1dren with different 
language abilities. 
4. Independent speaking， children are given opportunities to talk to the group on a 
favorite object or a p叫t event and to ask each other questions. The teacher wi11 model 
the co汀'ect words or sentences when e叮'ors occur， recast the child's e衍。r sentences and 
expand the child's sentences by making them slightly more complex. All activities are 
enjoyable and meant to encourage each child's active participation as well as 
engagement with other children and the teacher. The children are taught using 
multisensory techniques and given opportunities to engage in repetitive practice 
(Carroll， Bowyer-Crane， Du缸: Hulme & Snowling， 20 1 1 ). 
Proiect activities 
1 .  With input from the K3 teachers， the project ST and the project teaching Assistant 
(TA) will develop the program materials， including 8 activities for each of the four 
aspects of oral language. 
2. The ST will run two 紀aching training workshops for PLK-TBWM Kindergarten 
teachers on how to facilitate the development of the four aspects of oral language. 
3. The ST and the 4 K3 teachers wil1 co-run two activities on each of the four target 
aspects of language in the classroom. The session will be video-taped for the ST and 
the teacher to engagβin reflective practice. 
3. The K3 teacher wi1l run the other eight activities with children in their classrooms. 
The ST and one other K3 teacher will observe 4 sessions and give feedback. 
4. The 4 K3 teachers at the PLK-TBWM kindergarten and the project ST wi11 share 
their experience on inter-professional practice with K3 teachers in the other 25 PO 
Leung Kuk kindergartens and 50 STs working in the kindergarten setting. 
5. The project ST wi11 give small-group sessions to help parents of 24 children to leam 
how to support their children's oral language and reading development through shared 
book reading at home. 
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For the outline of the activities， pleaserefer to annex 1 .  

(ii) Kev Implel11elltation Détåils 
Project period: J Nov 2020 to 3 1  Oct 20 2 1  

Month/Year 
Content I Activity I Event Beneficiary/Partic 

byST ipants 

1 Nov 20 2。一 Developm
(O

en
L
t 

R

o

)

f
e
t
n
h

h 
e Oral-Language-for- 4 K3 teachers and 

30 Jan 20 2 1  Reading (OLR) enhancement program 100 K3 . children at 
l11aterials for 8 activities for each of the 4 PLK-TBW M and 
aspects of language. (ST: 150 hours， and other K3 teachel's 
the illustration artist) and students m 

Hong Kong 

1 Nov 20 20一 Development of materials and videos fol' Same as above 

30 Jan 20 2 1  the teacher training workshops. (ST 50 
hours) 

1 Feb. Two teacher tl'aining workshops (ST: 15 1 9  teachers at PLK-

3 1. Mar. 20 2 1  hours) TB"也4

1 Apr.一 Two activities for each of the four target 4 K3 teachers， 100 
3 1  Jul 20 2 1  oral language skills in the K3 classrooms K3 kids at PLK-

and ref1ective practice (ST: 30 hours) TBW M  

1 Apr一 Development of materials and videoclips 24 Parents with K3 

3 1  Jul 20 2 1  for the parent education sessions (ST: 30) children at PLK國
TBW M  

Aug 20 2 1  4 sl11all-group parent education sessions on Same as above 
shared book reading (ST: 20 hours) 

Oct 20 2 1  Experience sharing session on inter- 50 teachers at PLK 
professional practice (ST: 15 hours，) Kindergartens， 50 
Evaluation of project outcomes and STs 
(progress and end project report writing 
(ST: 40 hours) 

、為

Month / Content I Activity I Event Individuals Beneficiaηr/ Pa 
Year by STand PT rticipants 

Inter-professional exchanges ST 8 K3 teachers 
November between the ST and the PLK- and 100 K3 
20 2。一 TBWM principal and teachers on children at 
3 1  January the school's curriculum and PLK-TBWM-
20 2 1  teaching pedagogy， and the KG and other I 

teachers' professional teachers and 
development needs. children at 

PLK-TB吼叫11-
Preparation of a short quiz on ST KG and other 
each of the four chapters of the kindergartens 
OLR progral11 resource handbook in Hong Kong 

Development and production of Graphic artist 
the 8 sets of sequenced picture 
cards 

Production of 100 USB drives ST 
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Development of a behaviour I ST 
checklist for identifying the use of 
the strategies in仕oduced in the 
handbook 

Videotaping of the 8 teachers in I ST 
the running of a可uestioning，
exploration and experience 
learning" activity and a book-
reading activity and cOlllplete a 
behavioural checklist for each of 
the 8 teachers 

Preparation for the 4 training I ST 
sesslons 

January I Running of the 4 1 .5 hour training I ST 
20 2 1  - I sessions for the 8 K3 teachers and 
Febru紅y I other interested PLK-TBW-KG 
20 2 1  I teachers 

Completion of the one pre-training 
and one post-trailling quiz for each 
of the sessions 

February I Preparatioll of the interim repo此 臼 1 ST
20 2 1  I QEF-EdB 

Preparatioll for the co-teachillg I ST 
sesslo11s 

March to I The ST will co-teach two sessiolls I ST 
May 20 2 1  I with each of the 8 K3 teachers. 

There will be a total of 1 6  sessiolls. 
The PT wiII observe alld lead the 
reflection sessioll afterwards. 

June 202 1 I Videotaping of the 8 KS teachers I ST 
on a “questiollÎ11g， exploratioll and 
experiellce learnillg" activity alld a 
book-reading ac討vity and 
complete a behavioural checklist 
for each of the 8 teachers 

June 20 2 1  I Analysis of the outcOllle I ST 

July 20 2 1  

assessment data 

Preparation for the parent I ST 
workshop 

Preparation for the inter- I ST 
professional practice selllinar 
1 .5 hour parent workshop I ST 

1 .5 hour inter-professional I ST 
practlce semmar 

Preparation of the written 
feedback summaries 

ST 

8 K3 teachers 
and other 
interested PLK幽
TBW-KG 
teachers 

8 K3 teachers， 
(indirect) 100 
K3 kids at 
PLK-TB吼叫1-
KG 
8 K3 teachers 

50 teachers in 
the other PLK 
KG teachers 
and 50 STs in 
the comlllunity 
150 parents in 
the community 
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August 
October 
2021 

- I Preparation of the completion 
repo此for QEF- EdB 

ST 

Remark: The table is prepared， according to the requirement of the‘conditions for 
approval'. 

ST: speech-language therapist， TA: Teacher Assistant 

Please explain the extent of teachers' and/or principal's involvement and their roles in 
the project. 
(i) Number of teachers involved and degree of input (time， 句'pes，etc.): 

(b) 
， ， 

4 K3 teachers， the project ST and th; project TA �s keý ;�llaborat�rs in the 
activities described. in Uaii， the other 15 teachers and the school principal provide 
input and participate in the activities 

(ii) Roles of teachers in the project: 
(Please tick the appropriαte box(es)) 
口Leader 口Coordinator

口D鷗eve叫elo叩p抖阿e叮l' * 口S缸erv叫ic臼e 昀reci旬p仰i已en

囝 Oαth恤1旭ler臼1's (印pl岫e翎as昀es叩pe叫ci命削)Cωollab切or削a前to叫l' 1旭n int伽e白rp伊1'0吋otì良es叩s泣的io∞na叫l p抖 rac仗叫tic切e 

(c) Please provide the budget of the pl吋ect and justi命the major items involved. 

Grant Sought: HK$一$198，900一一

Budget Item * 

Staff 
($103，600) 

Expenditure Detail (Including the 
breakdown for the budget items) 

Item I Amount ($) 
Plan A: I Plan A: 
One ST for 350 I 350 x $ 280 per 
hours I hour = $ 98，000 

Justifications 

ST with six years of 
experience at point 22: 
$42，330 x 1.03 (cost of 
living adjustment) x 1.03 
(MPF) /160 hours per 
month = $280 per hour. 

Qualification of the ST: 
The ST has 13 years of 
post-qualification 
expenence 

Experience of the ST: 
All of her 13 years of 
experience were with the 
kindergarten and school
aged population. She has 
extensive experìence 
wo1'king with teachers 
and giving training 
workshops to teachers 
and parents. 
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Plan B: I Plan B: 
One ST for 120 I 120 x $280 per 
hours I hour = $ 33，600 

Justification to show the 
necessity and 
effectiveness of co
teaching of speech 
therapists and teachers in 
nonnal classrooms: 

Co-teaching enhances 
interprofessional 
collaboration and 
consolidation of skills. 

Remark: They should 
preferably process 
teaching experiences on 
K3 students. The speech 
therapist should possess 
the experience on 
working/providing 
support to kindergartens 
or equivalent. 

Note / Justification: 
The principal and 
teachers of the 
kindergarten are willing 
to inform us on their 
curriculum and there is no 
need to hire a teaching 
assistant with 
Kindergarten teaching 
experience to be a part of 
the project. The SLT 
however needs more time 
to develop the materials 
and engage the teachers 
and parents through 
workshops and co
teaching. 1 increased the 
amount of hours allocated 
to this position and 
provided justifications. 

The unused expenses will 
be refunded to QEF at the 
end of the proje仗， if 
applicable. 

ST with six years of 
experience at point 
22: $42，330 x 1.03 
(cost of living adjustment) 
xl.的。在PF) /160 hours 
per month = $280 per 
hour. 
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One teaching 500 x $140 KG teacher with 2 
assistant for 500 per hour - years of expeI記nce at 
hours $70，000 21，000 x 1.0Jx1.03 / 

160 hours per month 
= $ 140 per hour 

The qualification and 
experience of the teaching 
assistant: Certificate / 
Diploma levels 
(according to the QEF 
pricing standard ) 

Service One graphic 60，000 For drawing illustrations 
($60，000) artìst for 16 out of the 32 

activities for the program. 
Each activity will require 
10 illustrations. The a11ist 
wi1l finish typese前ing and 
formattil1g 

The graphic artist has a 
diploma il1 multimedia 
advertising design. 

General expenses Other teaching $ 4，365 Printing of notes and 
($35，300) materials for quizzes for the workshops 

running the and the OLR materials = 
activities in the $1，365 
program; 
And costs for 100 USB: 30 X 100 = 
making 100 3，000 
USB and a11 the 
pril1table 
materials for the 
program 

Audit fee $5000 Audit 

HKU overhead $25，935 For office space and other 
(15%) university facilities for 

use by the ST. 

Total Grant Sought ($): 
$198，900 
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(lII) �xoected Proiect Outcomes 

(i) Please describe how to ev恥的the effectiveness of the project. 
*口Observation: using a checklist we will develop for this project， we will examine 

也e 4 K3 teachers' speaking and questioning skills during classroom activities 
before and after the workshops and co-teaching sessions with the ST 

*口Focused group interviews: will be conducted on the ST and the 4 K3 teachers on 
the teacher education workshop and inter-professional co-teaching sessions. 
*口Pre-and post-activity surv叮s: for 1. Teaching education workshops and small-

group parent education sessions 
口 Performance change of students in assessment. 
* 口Others (please specif命削y抄)Alink t怕ot白hev甘ideo made on pare臼叩n恥1
will be uploaded t切o the schoo叫l's webs位it紀e 

(ii) Please state the project deliverables or outcomes. (For details of deliverables， please 
refer toαrnnex.) 
*口Leaming and teaching materials 
口 Resource package 
*口DVD口Others (please speci身)

Report Submission Schedule 

Project Management Financial Management 

有'pe of Report and Report due day Type of Report and Report due day 
covering period çoyering period 

Final Report 311112022 Final Financial Report 311112022 
1111/2020 - 31110/2021 1/1112020 - 31110/2021 

nu
 

唔，EA



Annex 1:ω 

1. Outline of the activities of the O1'al圖Language-fo1'-Reading enhancement p1'og1'am 
Pack (to justify its approp1'iateness and to illust1'ate how these activities integrated with the school
based curriculum) 

The1'e a1'e fou1' components in the Oral-Language-fo1'-Reading (OLR) enhancement program: 
vocabula句" narrative skills， active listening， and independent speaking. The OLR program is designed 
to enrich th� language asp�ct of the school' s curriculum. It Will not be a separate， but an integrative 
piece ofthe PLK-TBWM-KG's curriculum. It is hoped that the OLR p1'og1'am will make a di缸e1'ence
in the teacher' s teaching practice， and the children' s oral language， and that it will be sustainable after 
the completion ofthis QEF project. 

PLK-TBWM-KG's cu1'riculum is bui1t on the constructivist theo1'Y of learning and 
developmer哎， and is designed to p1'ovide oppo1'ωnities fo1' child1'en to engage in “questioning， 

explo1'ation and expe1'ience learning" th1'ough hands-on activities and collabo1'ation with pee1's. Since 
its implementation in 2015， the school continues to develop teaching and learning activities fo1' use 
with child1'en in the Kl， K2 and K3 class1'ooms. We will study these activities and identi命contexts
whe1'e teache1' can pl'Ovide mo1'e oppo1'tunities fo1' child1'en to learning new vocabulal'Y items， and 
engage independently speaking. Vocabulary and independent speaking al'e two of the foul' components 
in the OLR p1'ogram. 

In 2018， the school added two new aspects to the curriculum， healthy emotions and mOl'al 
education. Teachel's use pictul'e books to help childl'en become mo1'e aware of thei1's and othe1's 
emotions， and to learn some basic values that will help them become healthy and well-adjusted 
membe1's of the society. We will fi1'st study the books teache1's use fo1' these恥。aspects of the 
cu1'1'iculum， to see if the books illustrate the co1'e elements of a typical story and p1'ovide opportunities 
fo1' infe1'ential comp1'ehension. If yes， we will use these books to help child1'en develop st1'onge1' 
narrative skills and bette1' active listening. N a1'1'ative skills and active listening a1'e the othe1' two of the 
fou1' components in the OLR program. As part of this QEF p1'吋e仗， we will develop 8 sets of 
sequenced pictu1'e ca1'ds illust1'ating diffe1'ent levels of story complexity fo1' use with child1'en at 
di日:e1'ent levels of language skills. 

As can be seen in section 8 below， th1'ee of the fou1' objectives fo1' this p1'oject a1'e on capacity 
building in teache1's and pa1'ents， and inte1'p1'ofessional p1'actice fo1' teache1's and speech間language
the1'apists. Only one objective is on the development of materials. Child1'en develop language f1'om 
people they spend quali可time with， but not materials no matte1' how fancy 01' well-designed they a1'e. 

Afte1' discussion with the p1'incipal of PLK-TBWM-KG， we will make use of activities the school 
uses in their cu1'riculum as the context to p1'omote language learning. This will make su1'e that child1'en 
will engage in language learning in thei1' natural school envi1'onments with teache1's they a1'e familia1' 
with. So， in the program pack， we will not desc1'ibe 01' 1'eport on the activities. Instead the p1'og1'am pack， 
in the fo1'm of a USB， includes basically two items. 

The design of the p1'og1'amme should imme1'se students in an authentic and natu1'al envi1'onment fo1' 
thei1' language development and learning. 

a. A 1'esou1'ce handbook fo1' teache1's. 
Chapte1' 1: supporting wo1'd learning 
We will first desc1'ibe the principles and p1'ocedu1'es of multiple-context learning (Beck， 

McKeown & Kucan， 2013). The teache1' will pause to ask the child1'en to guess the meaning of a new 
wo1'd fl'Om the sentence， 01' sentences a child or the teache1' says du1'ing the cou1'se of a可uestioning，
explo1'ation and expe1'ience-learning" activity. The child1'en will then say the wo1'd aloud， and listen to 
a fo1'mal definition of the wo1'd by the teache1'， and then use the wo1'd in a new context. The teache1' 
also uses the new wo1'd in diffe1'ent sentences at least five times， to ensu1'e su宜icient input fo1' 
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learning. Where appropriate， the teacher wiII draw the chi1dren' s attention to the fact that the same 
word is named differently in spoken Cantonese and in standard written Chinese. The chapter will end 
with a script on how multiple-context leaming is 那個ally used in a "questioning， exploration and 
experience-Iearning" activity. 

Chapter 2 :  providing opportunities for independent speaking 
1n each “questioning， exploration and experience-Iearning" activi紗， the teacher can model 

questioning for the children and encourage them to pose questions of their own. Then the teacher will 
encourage children企om different language abilities to share their thoughts and questions on the topic 
under investigation. After each activi句� the teacher will model for the children how to summarise 
what they leam in a coherent discourse with support of the concept map they have constructed 
together. The teacher then gives opportunities to children with different language abilities to give their 
summary in front of the whole class. In this chapter， we will illustrate how teacher can use an 
evidence-based conversational strategy， recast， either to provide feedback to the child's error 
utterances， or to extend the meaning and expand the length of the child's utterances， when 
appropnate. 

Chapter 3: scaffolding narrative skills 
Stories are used in PLK-TBWM-KG for healthy emotions and moral education. In this chapter， we 
will first descl他e the principles of dialogic reading and Blank's model of classroom discourse. We 
will illust:rate wit:h a script how strategies in t:hese two approaches of teacher t:alk can facilitate 
children's active listening， inferential comprehension， and higher-Ievel verbal reasoning. We will also 
describe the core elements of a typical story and introduce the icon for each of the element. The 
icons wi1l provide visual scaffolds to help children tell a coherent and complete st。可. The chapter 
will end with a script to illustrate how the teacher uses questions and the icons to sUPPort children's 
story retelling and/or telling. 

Chapter 4: making listening active 
1n this chapter， we wil1 describe what inferential comprehension is. We wil1 then give examples of 
questions that require inferencing using wor1d knowledge and information企om the ear1ier story 
context or language context. These questions wil1 be generated from stories teachers at PLK-TBWM
KG use for their healthy emotions and moral education c1ass time. The chapter will end with a 
description of a task e.g.， listen to a repeated word in story and do a simple action (e.g.， standing up) 
whenever the word appears. 

b. 8 sets of sequence picture cards and icons illustrating the different elements of a typical st。可. We will 
discuss with the teachers to see what topics in the emotional health and moral education aspects of their 
curriculum they would like to address in the sequenced cards. The sequenced cards will cover events 
of interest to K3 chi1dren (e.g.， getting lost and running into a panda bear in a bamboo forest). The cards 
will illustrate stories at different levels of complexi紗， making them appropriate for children at different 
levels of abilities. 

2.  Assessment and the criterion of the proposed leaming tasks for teachers (primary beneficiaries) 

For teachers， there wil1 be four short-answer quizzes and one for each of the chapters. The quizzes wil1 
be given before training and one after training. Some items for the quiz on chapter 1 supporting word 
leaming include: 1) in these two sentences， identify two new words for some， if not all， children in your 
class， 2) define the words for the children using words and contexts the children can understand， 3) 
write down how you will use the words five times in 5 di証erent short sentences， and 4) write downthe 
standard modern Chinese version of the words， and write down how you will tell the children introduce 
the fact that the same meaning can be said in two ways: standard modern Chinese and Cantonese. 

The expected learning outcomes is that each of the 8 teachers wiI1 score substantiaIIy higher in the four 
qmzzes post-trammg 
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n 3. Details of t也he teacher training programme (including br討ief d由escαr旬tiωion of bu叫úl旭di站ng t紛eac呻he臼l' ca叩pa油b予刮il山lit句yo∞
teaching children with diverse needs and abi1ities， to justify how teachers are equipped with aforesaid 
skills and knowledge under the project): 

There will be four training sessions fo1' the 8 K3 teachers. Each session is 1.5 hours long. Each session 
will cover the content of one chapter of the 1'esource handbook. We will fi1'st give be a 15-minute 
briefing on the theoretical background for the teaching strategies to be introduced. We will then 
introduce the strategies illustrated in the sc1'ipts given in the handbook. We will engage teachers in role圓
play fo1' at least 30 minutes so that teache1's a1'e comfortable using them in the classroom. 

After two training sessions， the speech-language the1'apist will co-teach a session with each of the K3 
teacher using the strategies and engage in a 1'ef1ective of the experience immediately after. Altogethe1'， 
the1'e will be 2 co-teach sessions with each of the 8 teachers. 

The expected learning outcomes is that each of the 8 teache1's will use the strategies discussed and role
played in the t1'aining sessions and practised in the classroom with the speech-language therapist 
immediately afte1' the co-taught session and at the end of the QEF .p1'oject. To document this outcome， 
we will do a 1'eco1'ding of each teache1"s running of the “questioning， exploration and experience 
learning" activity and a story -telling activity for healthy emotions and moral education at the beginning 
ofthe QEFproject before any of the training sessions， and at the completion of the OLR program. We 
will rate the teachers' use of the strategies introduced in the OLR program using a behaviour checklist 
we will design. 

The primary trainer is the project speech-Ianguage therapist who has at least 3 years of experience 
working with preschool and school-aged children. The project teacher， who has at least 2 yea1's of 
experience as a kindergarten teacher， will wo1'k with the speech-Ianguage therapist in the development 
of the resource handbook and consult her on classroom and teacher culture in kindergarten settings in 
order to make our OLR p1'ogram authentic， valid and sustainable. 

4 .  Parent involvement 

The project principal investigator， the speech-Ianguage therapist and the project teacher will give a 1.5 
hour workshop to 150 interested pa1'ents in the community on how to suppo此 their children's oral 
language and reading development through shared book reading at home. 

More parents will be involved as possible. 

Pa1'ents will learn and practise some social interaction and conversational skills with their children at 
home. These skills will facilitate their children's development of speaking (e.g.， vocabulary) and 
listening skills， especially those that will support thei1' emergence of reading abilities 

5. Details of the deliverables (na切re， quanti旬� topics and levels to be covered) 

100 USB with a resource handbook and 8 sets of sequenced pic如re cards (please see details / topics 
above) 

A behaviour checklist on the use of strategies described and illustrated in the four chapters of the 
1'esource handbook 

A 1.5 seminar on inter-professional practice with kindergarten teachers in the other 25 PO Leung Kuk 
kindergartens and 50 STs working in kindergarten settings. 

A 1.5 hour workshop to 150 interested parents in the community on how to support their children' s oral 
language and reading development through shared book reading at home. 
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6. Evaluation of the project objectives with success criteria 

Objective a. To develop the Oral-Language-for-Reading enhancement program pack， which includes 
lesson plans and teaching activities for oral language， specifically vocabulary， narrative skills， active 
Iistening and independent speaking， in K3 children. These skills lay the foundations for reading 
comprehension development in the primary school years. 

Evaluation a: production and distribution of the deliverables 

Objective b. To promote interprofessional collaboration between kindergarten teachers and the project 
speech-language therapist (ST) through co-teaching. 

Evaluation b: pre and post seminar quiz and written feedback from the kiridergarten teachers in the other 
25 PO Leung Kuk kindergartens and 50 STs working in kindergarten settings after the seminar on inter
professional practice. 

Objective c. To enhance the professional capacity of kindergarten teachers in lal1guage teaching for 
childrel1 with diverse abilities and l1eeds. 

Evaluatiol1 c: Our ratings of the teachers' use of the strategies íl1troduced in the OLR program usíng a 
behavíour checklíst before al1d after the program. Teachers' scores on the quízzes before al1d after each 
of the four trainíng sessions will be compared. 

Objective d. (Original) To provide small-group sessions to help parents leam how to SUppOlt oral 
language and reading development through shared book reading at home. 
(Revised) To deliver a 1 .5 hour workshop to help parents leam how to support oral language and reading 
development through shared book reading at home 
(Note that d has been edited given the feedback that we need to increase the number of parent 
beneficiaries ). 

Evaluation d: pre﹒and post- workshop quiz and written feedback from the parents after the 1 .5 hour 
workshop 

The project team has provided an evaluation plan with success criteria to assess the achievement of 
the project aims. 

1t is estimated that the listening and speaking skills of at least 50% participating kindergarten students 
wilI be enhanced， after the project. 

Task Iists 
1 .  Writing of a resource handbook for teachers-four chapters 
2.  Writing one short quiz on each of the four chapters 
3. Writing 8 sets of sequenced picture cards with a prot。可pical macrostructure 
4. Lead four teacher training sessions， 1 .5 hour each 
5. Engage in two co-teach session (l -hour max) with each of the 8 K3 teachers 
6. Record a teaching session for each of the teacher pre-program and after-program and lead 

ref1ective discussion with them 
2 sessions pre﹒and 2 sessions post-program for each of the 8 K3 teachers 

7. Design a behavioral checklist on teacher's use of language and responsive interaction skill 
8. Deliver a workshop to parents 1 .  5 hours 
仗， Co-deliver a workshop with the PA on interprofessional practice 1 .5 hours 
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